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SACRED SPACES

Whilst increasingly rarefied in 
practice, the role of art for the 
modern church continues to be 
explored, questioned and debated, 
yet its application is often poles 
apart; divided between the 
imposition of an externally 
referenced monument to a known 
artist that risks transforming the 
sacred space into gallery and the 
overly inward-looking community/ 
folk art/craft generated through 
engagement with a small section of 
the congregation that reflects ideas 
of the Church as a narrow 
community facility. Knight’s research 
through varied modes of practice, 
partnership and co-creation 
methodologies explore a sense of 
place and ownership within a 
broader understanding of 
community without losing sight of 
the core functioning of the building 
as a site of worship. 

By expanding the understanding of 
a religious life as lived through the 
public vehicle of the church’s greater 
architecture, Knight’s works enter an 
intimate material conversation with 
the liturgical and ceremonial life of 
the church.

Through breaking out beyond 
representational convention, the series 
taken together enters a wider debate in 
the US and specifically in New York City 
about memorial sculptures, about what 
we might choose to memorialise, where 
and how, and the place of the Church in 
that public conversation. This research 
produced three artefacts all in situ at the 
Church of Transfiguration and St Mary 
Church New York. ‘Our Father’ 2014; in 
celebration of Father Felix Varela, the 
Cuban-born priest who founded the 
parish of the Church of Transfiguration in 
1827, ‘Gentle Rain of Mercy’, 2016; 
representing the internal, personal and 
intimate and ‘Lux Mundi’ 2020; the 
threshold, the entrance to sanctuary.

Above: ‘Our Father’ Church of Transfiguration
New York City. 2014

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Three interrelated artifacts funded by Archdiocese of New York, Chris Knight/Si Applied Ltd, 
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Above and left: Three interrelated artifacts funded by Archdiocese of New York, Chris Knight/Si Applied Ltd, Sheffield. 
Total Funding £99,500.00

The research centers around a series of 3 commissioned artifacts that enabled the 
time, resource and circumstance to build a dialogue between artist & collaborator 
and congregation & Church.

Above: View PDF detailing 3 artifacts

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/OUTPUT/CK%20SACRED%20SPACE%20REF%20OUTPUTS.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Building on an established
relationship with Fr. Andrew
O’Connor dating back some 25
years, Knight encouraged this
enquiry to be a fully collaborative
process between artist and 
usergroup, namely here the church
community. The resulting series of
works expand on a longstanding
studio research enquiry that uses
the production of site specific
contemporary artefacts as a way of
creating refreshed discourse about
society, religion, ritual practice and
belief.

Responding to, and drawing
reference from, the narrative
surrounding the ‘troubled and
deeply conflicted’ relationship
between church and art (Burch
Brown 2003, Koestle-Cate
2016, Mennekes 2000 et al) and
the desire to create work that
transcends material concern
(Adjaye 2016, Saumarez Smith
2016). This research seeks to
explore methods of creating and
placing art within the sacred space
where it is understood ‘For men
do not easily abandon what long
custom has consecrated’ (Gore
1889).

Whilst Father O’Connor approaches
such commissions as needing to
be ‘A necessary provocation of
tradition, announcing the whole
canon of tradition to still be alive’,
(Knight 2008) a dialogue was
established where Father O’Connor
served as conduit to a community
he knows intimately and Knight with
his established history of church
commissions began an open and
creative discussion that allowed
Knight to finesse his studio research
questions in open conversation with
the core public the resulting works
would ultimately serve. This process
allowed Knight to produce works 
that while communicating to the 
widest of New York publics also 
preserve a special intimacy for the 
work’s primary users, the everyday
congregation.

Dialogue and Community

Informal creative dialogues between Knight 
and Fr. O’Connor underpinned design 
philosophy. These took place during fieldwork 
in NYC 2014, 15, 16 and 17, Acireale, Sicily 
2016, Berlin and Yorkshire 2017, Rodez, 
France and St Davids, Wales 2018, Dublin 
2019 and and included Fr. O’Connor, Maria 
Hanson, the Bishop of Acireale amongst 
others.  Providing visual, contextual and 
historical references which informed creative 
concepts and digitised visual data utilised in 
the detailing of some components.
Community engagement and ownership was 
instigated through involvement in early stage 
prototypes and site specific artwork.
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Above: View PDF detailing Dialogue and Com-
munity

Above: View PDF detailing Collaborative Design 
and Making

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/METHODS/CK%20SACRED%20REF%20METHODS%20DIALOGUE%20AND%20COMMUNITY_1.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/METHODS/CK%20SACRED%20REF%20METHODS%20DIALOGUE%20AND%20COMMUNITY_1.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/METHODS/CK%20SACRED%20REF%20METHODS%20COLLABORATIVE%20DESIGN_1.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/METHODS/CK%20SACRED%20REF%20METHODS%20COLLABORATIVE%20DESIGN_1.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Research outcomes have been
disseminated through the public
realm and primarily Catholic or
Cuban publications in the USA.
The enquiry, artefacts and/or
methodology were articulated
through the group exhibition
‘Resonance: Making Metal and
Place’ at Contemporary Applied
Arts, London 2015 and several
presentations and keynotes
including ‘Creative Links: Scaling
Up’ 2019 at The Goldsmiths
Centre, London, ‘Silver Speaks’
symposium, 2017 at the Royal
College of Art and the ‘Inheritor
Dialogue symposium’, Yunnan,
China (2019).

Above: View PDF of Creative Links Web Page

Click here for content

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P1%20PDF%201%20.pdf
https://www.goldsmiths-centre.org/resources/knowledge-creative-links-series-scaling-how-work-bigger-and-architectural-scale-bite-size-film/
https://www.goldsmiths-centre.org/resources/knowledge-creative-links-series-scaling-how-work-bigger-and-architectural-scale-bite-size-film/
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Inheritor Dialogue symposium’, Yunnan, China (2019). Delegates included
representatives from the Chinese Ministry of Culture, Inheritors and practitioners of
intangible cultural heritage from throughout China, including from the traditional crafts of
Yunnan and Dali prefecture, expert scholars, designers and enterprise representatives.
Institutions of higher learning and non-relic protection included Central Academy of
Fine Arts, Tsinghua University, Zhejiang Normal University, Yunnan College of Art and
Yunnan University of Technology.

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Contemporary British Silversmiths
symposium Silver Speaks, 2017.
Supported by The Goldsmiths
Company and the Arts Council and
hosted by The Royal College 
of Art, London. Following a 
presentation by Eric Turner, V&A 
Curator, on the contribution of 
silversmiths on the wider design 
world from a historical perspective, 
Knight joined a discussion 
panel, chaired by arts journalist 
and curator Corinne Julius, 
exploring design collaborations by 
silversmiths.

Above: View PDF of Silver Speaks Symposium website 
http://silverspeaks.co.uk/events/silver-speaks-royal-college-art/

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P3%20PDF2_1.pdf
http://silverspeaks.co.uk/events/silver-speaks-royal-college-art/
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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View PDF 
https://www.thejaxsonmag.com/article/writers-of-the-first-coast-flix-
varela/

View PDF 

https://www.cubanheritage.com/father-varela-memorial/
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P5%20PDF3_1.pdf
https://www.thejaxsonmag.com/article/writers-of-the-first-coast-flix-varela/
https://www.thejaxsonmag.com/article/writers-of-the-first-coast-flix-varela/
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P5%20PDF4_1.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Dedication of

Fat
er Vare�a

Memoria�

Posted Wednesday, April 29, 2015 3:24 pm

In the courtyard of Trans�guration Church and 	chool in

Lower �anhattan, Au!iliary Bisho� �ctavio Cisneros of

Brooklyn dedicates and lesses a memorial of Father Feli!

Varela, featuring the words of �ur Father ehind his statue.

Father Andrew �’Connor, administrator of 	t. �ary’s,

Grand 	treet, had the art conce�t for the memorial. Father

Varela, a native of Cua who was declared venerale in

2012, was Trans�guration’s founding �astor in the 1'th

century.

(https://www.cny.

org/stories/lesso

ns-from,21225?)

CARDINAL DOLAN

“St. Teresa of

Calcutta tauht

that, if you

want joy, spell

out the word: ‘J’

comes �rst, and

is for Jesus: put

Him �rst; ‘o’

follows, and

indicates

others, as the

needs of those around us take

precedence; �nally, last of all,

arrives ‘y,’ for yourself. Put

yourself last, and be surprised by

joy.”

(https://www.cny.org/stories/lesson

s�from,21225)

New Sculpture Installed at Transfiguration Church | The Lo-Down : News from the Lower East Side

http://www.thelodownny.com/leslog/2014/12/new-sculpture-installed-at-transfiguration-church.html[29/01/2021, 12:22:04]
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New Sculpture Installed at Transfiguration Church

If you frequent Mott Street in Chinatown, you might have noticed a new addition at the Historic Church of the Transfiguration. A new
sculpture surrounds the statue commemorating Father Felix Varela, the Cuban-born priest who founded the parish in 1827.

The “Mandorla of Felix Varela” was installed in November. It was commissioned by Rev. Raymond Nobiletti, Transfiguration’s pastor.
Father Andrew O’Connor of St. Mary’s Catholic Church on Grand Street came up with the concept, along with architect Hans Roegle
and Chris Knight, a Manchester, England based sculptor.

The almond-shaped piece is made of anodized aluminum. The base is fashioned from black granite from the lot used to build the
September 11th Memorial.  According to a plaque that will be installed in the next few weeks, the mandorla “signifies to holiness of
Varela” and “commands a three-block-long perspective by which the semblance of Chinese language signage gives way to English
letters spelling out ‘Our Father'”

The plaque notes, “A symbol of political persecution and a beacon of religious freedom, the mandorla is intended to be a scrim for art
projection to offer a voice to those who suffer religious and political persecution.”  Father Varela was a tireless advocate for New
York’s immigrant communities.  In its 200-year history, Transfiguration has served Irish, Italian, Latino and now Chinese New
Yorkers.

The church is a city and national historic landmark. The Landmarks Preservation Commission signed off on the addition to the
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View PDF 
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https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P6%20PDF5_1.pdf
https://www.cny.org/stories/dedication-of-father-varela-memorial,12608
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F ather Félix Varela (1788-1853) arrived in New York in 1823 and, as a defender of immigrant rights,
established the Church of Immigrants, later renamed Transfiguration Church, which has continued to

serve the communities of Irish, Italian, and, recently, of Chinese immigrants.
The Memorial consists of a statue of Father Varela surrounded by a mandorla of anodized aluminum letters
that together spell out The Lord’s Prayer. The base of the sculpture is fashioned from black granite from the
lot used to build the September, 11th Memorial.
The mandorla was conceived and designed by Father Andrew O’Connor of St. Mary’s Catholic Church,
architect Hans Roegle and Chris Knight, a Manchester, England based sculptor.

Father Varela Memorial

Back to Top

 (http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=168703453175719#!/pages/Transfiguration-Church-NYC-
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View PDF

View PDF of Invitation to the Blessing of the Father Varela Memorial 
‘Our Father’

https://transfigurationnyc.org/p/index.php
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P7%20PDF8%20.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Knight_Chris/1_SacredSpaces/DISSEMINATION/CK%20Dissemination%20P7%20PDF7%20.jpg
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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